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Numerical studies have been performed for optimally extracting high-intensity, space-charged-

limited multi-charged ion beams from an all-permanent-magnet, “volume-type” ECR ion source,

equipped with a three-electrode extraction system. These studies clearly demonstrate the

importance of being able to adjust the extraction gap in order to ensure high quality, minimum

divergence (highly transportable) ion beams. Optimum extraction conditions are reached

whenever the plasma meniscus has an optimum curvature for a given current.density.  Optimum

perveance (optimum current) values are found to closely agree with those derived from

elementary analytical theory for extraction of space-charge-dominated beams. Details of the

electrode system design as well as angular divergence and RMS emittance  versus extraction

parameter data (e.g., perveance and extraction gap) are provided for ion beams of varying

charge-state and mass, extracted under the influence of a mirror-geometry plasma confinement

magnetic field.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of sophisticated computational techniques for simulating the actions of electric and

magnetic fields on the motions of charged-particle beams under their influence has greatly
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facilitated the design of low-aberration systems for use in their acceleration and transport. These

codes have been employed to design a variety of beam transport components, including, lenses,

magnets, steerers, deceleration/acceleration electrode systems, etc., and to simulate ion

extraction from solid and plasma emitters. Among the computer codes for simulating the

extraction of space-charge-dominated ion beams from plasma ion sources are those described in

Refs. [l-5]. PBGUNS [3] was used in the present study to simulate extraction of mA intensity

levels of multi-charged ion beams from a new concept [6] all-permanent-magnet ECR ion source

under development at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory [7]. A more detailed account of this

work can be found in Ref. [ 81.

Space-charge effects resulting from the collective influences of charge-density, p, on individual

particle trajectories are simulated by solving Poisson’s equation,

v”+ = - p/E0 (1)

for the potential distribution, @, at each point within the electrode configuration where E, is the

permitivity of free space.

II. THE REMOTELY POSITIONABLE EXTRACTION ELECTRODE SYSTEM

Figure 1 displays a close-up of the three-electrode extraction system, consisting of a focus

(plasma) electrode at potential, $,, machined into the ion extraction region of the source, an
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extraction (accelerating) electrode at potential, &.,, and a ground-potential electrode at potential,

qg = 0. The extraction gap, d, (distance between the ion emission aperture (plasma electrode) and

the extraction electrode) can be varied as required for optimization of beam extraction whereas

the spacing between the extraction and the ground electrode is fixed (gap: 10 mm). The

extraction and ground are mechanically attached to each other by means of a ceramic insulator

and are mounted, as an assembly, on a remotely positionable miter-gear-driven carriage. The

extraction gap, d, can be varied between 0.0 and 25.0 mm along the extraction axis by moving

the assembly relative to the plasma electrode to optimize the electric field strength, during ion

extraction.

III. ELEMENTARY EXTRACTION OPTICS: ANALYTICAL THEORY

A. Langmuir-Blodgett formalism

Solutions to Poisson’s equation (1) for space-charge-limited flow between concentric spherical

electrodes can be represented by the Langmuir-Blodgett approximation [8]. Figure 2 illustrates a

simplified two-electrode system for the extraction of convergent positive-ion beams from a

concave plasma-emission boundary (sector angle: 0, spherical radius: r,, and circular emission

aperture: a), to a spherical geometry extraction electrode (spherical radius: r,,, and aperture

radius: b). Extraction is effected between the source at potential, $,, and the extraction electrode,

at potential, $,,, separated by a distance AZ = d = r, - r,, .
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The appropriate equation for space-charge-limited flow of electrical current, I, of a beam of

particles of charge-state, 4, and mass, M, in a spherical sector electrode system, maintained at a

potential difference, A&.,,  is given by:

I z (8m,/9)  (2q/M)“2A$eX3’2  (I - cosO)/(-~)~ (2)

where so is the permittivity of free space and a is a dimensionless parameter. a can be shown to

be a solution to a non-linear differential equation expressed in series. solution by:

-a = - p + o.3jJ2 - o.075p3  + o.oo143~4 (3)

where lt = In (r/-J. The series is valid for r,/rcx>  1. Tabulations of the function a can be found

in several references, including Ref. [9].

(4)

where P,,is the perveance for extraction of space-charge-limited ion beams in a planar geometry

electrode system, as first derived by Child [lo],  and independently by Langmuir [l 11. After

expansion of Eq. (4), to order dhy for d<< r.$, the following approximation is obtained (see, e.g.,

Ref. 8) :

P = I/A@;;” z P,,(l - 1.6d/r,)

B. Minimum half-angular divergence

(5)

The beam, of convergence angle, 8, arrives on the other side of the aperture in the second

electrode with final half-angular divergence, CD, after having been transmitted through the
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aperture of the extraction electrode. The aperture effect is illustrated by changes in half-angular

divergence of the beam, v, so that the final half-angular divergence is o) = 8 - ye. The respective

half-angular divergences for the electrode system, displayed in Fig. 2, can be shown to be ( e.g.,

see Ref. 8):

w G b/3d z (a/d - 8)/3 (6)

‘8 G 0.625(  1 - P/p,,)a/d (7)

o = 8 - w G (1 - l.67P/Pp,)a/d (8)

These expressions serve to illustrate how the final half-angular divergence, o, is affected through

changes in emission aperture, a, and plasma boundary, r,f, which are in turn affected by changes

in plasma density, and magnitude of the electric field, used for ion extraction.

C. Optimum perveance

From Eq. 8, it is evident that 6~ versus P should reach a minimum whenever the perveance P,,

has the optimum value P,,o,)t given by:

PPOPt  E P&.67 z 0.6P,, (9)

for a planar geometry electrode system.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

A series of simulation studies were made in order to determine optimum conditions for

extraction of space-charge-dominated ZArq’ beams assuming the charge-state distribution given

in Ref. 12. To account for magnetic-field influences, the actual magnetic-field distribution for the
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source described in Ref. [7] was used. The curvature of the plasma-emission surface tends to

converge/diverge extracted ion beams. Highest quality beams result whenever the plasma-

emission boundary is concave and has an optimum radius of curvature. The optimum radius of

curvature can be achieved by carefully balancing the plasma density in relation to the strength of

the electric field. Under this condition, the angular divergence is minimum. The ability to adjust

the extraction gap, d, permits optimization of the beam quality over a wide range of plasma

densities, charge-state distributions and ion species without having to change the final energy of

the beam, Figure 3 displays profiles of CArq’ beams and their RMS emittances for an electrode

position too close to the source, for an optimum electrode setting, and for an electrode system too

far from the source. As clearly illustrated, the curvature of the ion-emission boundary is critically

dependent on the position of the extraction electrode relative to the emission aperture for fixed

plasma density, charge-state distribution, and extraction-potential difference.

Figure 4 displays optimum extraction gap versus charge-state for beams of Ar’, IZArq” and Ar”+.

The optimum extraction gap, dop,, increases with charge-state, 4, or average charge-state <q>

according to theory (d,, 0~ c$‘~).  The mass effect is clearly apparent in Fig. 5, which shows

separate and distinct values for the perveance, P 0~ (I/M)ln  as predicted from theory.

V. CONCLUSIONS

These studies clearly demonstrate the necessity of providing means for varying the extraction

gap for assuring high quality space-charge-dominated beams. The results derived from the
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simulations of the extraction optics agree closely with those predicted from elementary

extraction theory. A remotely positionable electrode system, such as described in this article,

provides a preferred means for extracting high quality beams of a broad spectrum of multi-

charged ions over a wide range of plasma densities.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of the moveable three-electrode extraction system.

Fig. 2: Simplified spherical geometry, two-electrode system for ion extraction from a-concave

plasma boundary.

Fig. 3: Beam profiles and RMS emittances of CArq+ beams extracted from the three-electrode

extraction system with the extraction gap, d: a) too close to the source; b) optimally positioned;

c) too far from the source.

Fig. 4: Half-angular divergence, o, versus extraction gap, d, for beams of Ar’, CArq+ and Ar”+.

Beam Intensity: 2.2 mA; A$,x : 13.1 kV; Beam Energy: 20 cq>keV.

Fig. 5: Half-angular divergence, o, versus extraction gap, d, for beams of He’ (4.5 mA), Ne+ (2.0

mA), Ar’ (1.45 mA), Kr’ (1.0 mA), Xe’ (0.8 mA) and Rn+ (0.6 mA).
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